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I am part of an amazing, BIG school family!
My Friends are a part of my School Family.
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My Teachers are a part of my School Family.
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The Director of my School and all of her Helpers are in my School Family.
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The Helpers who make our healthy food are in our School Family.
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All together, my School Family keeps everyone safe and helps me find ways to play and to grow.
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Right now, some of my School Family is with me at School and we...

play

eat

and take naps together, just like always.
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We read stories,
sing our hand-washing song,
paint and draw pictures,
and learn about taking our temperatures.
Everyone gets extra space at school right now. We can play and dance and paint and pretend. We can smile and wave and sing and laugh.
And right now, some of my School Family is at home with their Home Families.
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Our School Family and our Home Families can all keep us safe and help us play, eat healthy food, and rest our bodies.
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It is a happy thought to remember that whenever we are apart, we can Wish Each Other Well...
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...And remember that together we are one Big Family!